Differentiating simple versus complex processing speed: influence on new learning and memory performance.
The current study was designed to examine how the construct of human information processing speed is conceptualized and measured, while also examining the influence of information processing speed on higher cognitive processes (i.e., learning). A mixed medical sample of 92 subjects participated in this study. Subjects underwent a broad-based neuropsychological evaluation, including measures of verbal and visuospatial new learning, spatial and verbal working memory, simple reaction time, choice reaction time, and information processing speed. Principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation resulted in a three-factor solution, comprised of: (1) simple speed/reaction time, (2) complex information processing and new learning, and (3) working memory. Notably, this factor solution identified 2 distinct forms of processing speed--simple and complex information processing speeds. In contrast to the abundance of literature grouping these two constructs together under one term (i.e., processing speed), these results indicate simple and complex speed to be distinct constructs assessed with different neuropsychological instruments. While the expected relationship between complex information processing capacities and working memory abilities was evident in this study, information processing speed also showed a significant relationship with new learning ability. The implications of this intriguing relationship are discussed.